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who 

are 

we?

The Best Restaurant Group is a collection of restaurant brands + industry services.  

With a variety of restaurants spread across Toronto, Montreal & Mont tremblant, BRG is driven to deliver quality food, every time. Founded

by a group of industry folks, each with their own expertise, they've all come together to shake up the scene while pushing the limits of

creative cuisine. 

In tandem with their experience and expertise, the founders of BRG also offer a variety of restaurant consulting services to restaurant

owners alike. With over 60 combined years of experience, the team has encountered a wide variety of challenges and has created solutions

for all of them.  

BRG is led by a group of people who's non traditional life path has opened doors to unique opportunities that keep pushing BRG to the highest

heights. their passions for sustainable fine dining and travel are the foundation of BRG's continuous growth and a small snippet of where the

company is heading.



Having a streak of independence and the spirit of a rebel from a young age, Michael has not

followed the traditional life path that most people do.   

 

Having worked in 5 different countries, consulted in dozen additional ones and traveled to over 50

countries in his lifetime, Michael has an acute awareness of the restaurant, hospitality and

entertainment industries. 

 

This combined life and work experience provides Michael with the unique skills and leadership

qualities needed to take the Best Restaurant Group and all its brands to new levels of success.

MICHAEL ROMAN
ceo & CO-FOUNDER

key people

since she could remember, ashley's dream was to travel for a living. Little did she know that dream

would become a reality at  25. for the following  4 years, ashley spent her life travelling full time

while working from whichever destination she called home that day.  it is from these adventures that

she derives creativity for the branding of the best restaurant group.  in each concept you will find a

little piece of her travels, from the posh neighbourhoods of london , the turquoise waters of croatia

to melting pot of a culture you'll  discover in singapore. 

 

from childhood, Ashley has always been a curious creative dabbling in photography, branding, graphic

design & web design which she continues to perfect to this day.  with her persistent  drive to push the

boundaries tied with her  entrepreneurial mindset  ashley uses her strengths to create unique

concepts, captivating design & artistry that pulls customers, investors, partners and admirers in  to

discover what the best res taurant group is all about.

 

her travels may have slowed down in the past couple years but there is not a year she goes by

without travel. stay tuned to see what global inspirations come next for the best restaurant group.

ASHLEY ROMAN
CREATIVE DIRECTOR & CO-FOUNDER



Originally from Rimouski, Dany Bolduc is chef-owner of the H4C restaurant in St-Henri since it’s

opening in 2013. The restaurant initially started in a more bistro style, the logical step after his

former position as chef at the Reservoir (popular brasserie in Montreal), his cuisine would quickly

evolve during its first 5 years, climbing the ranks of the bistro, from bistronomy to the gastronomy

it currently offers. 

 

Chef Bolduc reopen ed the doors of H4C in June 2019 after a change of partnership and a refined

renovation of its dining room where taking time, sharing and the ephemeral are priorities. 

 

His cuisine is greatly influenced by his multiple trips around the world. From India to Japan, going

through France, England, Mexico or Peru, it is the flavors, the smells, the ingredients and the colors

of all these experiences that Chef Bolduc tells the tale of on his plates. His techniques which were

Initially influenced by French cuisine, are now unique, precise, signed and they are pushed forward at

all times with the members of his brigade. 

 

Unparalleled authenticity, his heart is in every decision made.

DANY BOLDUC
executive CHEF & partner



Co-owner of the restaurant H4C par Dany Bolduc in Montreal since June 2019, Alexandra is a passionate

and energetic woman, bringing her colors and roaring laughter wherever she is. 

 

This Maître D will not only host you with benevolence but also with a bold sense of humour, creating a

warm balance between the comfortable and the high end. She will oversee every detail and make sure

the timing of every aspect of your experience is unique and magical/exceptional.Starting her career in

entertainment as a stage manager; Alexandra met the most hardworking people. 

 

As a young adult, she gained real experiences and knowledge through her solo-travels from farm to

farm across Europe. She found a keen resemblance from what she experienced backstage and had

decided to bring the show to the restaurant. Coming back home, she started working in bars and

restaurants where she met various inspiring and passionate people, from owners to bartenders,

servers, producers and cooks. When the opportunity came to start anew the H4C project, she simply

could not refuse.

ALEXANDRA DUBREUIL
SERVICE DIRECTOR & partner

Born in the Netherlands in 1986, where his father was a head chef at a private club, Jonathan and

his family emigrated to Quebec in 1989. Forced to take a make-up exam which held him out of

college for the fall semester, Jonathan found work as a busboy and has been in the service and

hospitality industry since 2003. Coming from a family whose members all attended university, he

completed his Bachelors by majoring in Political Science and obtaining a minor in History. Adding to

his academic accomplishments, he holds Master’s degree in Industrial Relations. He was certified

as sommelier by the Institut de Tourisme et d’Hôtellerie de Québec in 2010, after completing the

two year program.

JONATHAN BENCHETRIT
SOMMELIER & partner

Having begun his waiter career at the Italian restaurant « Vizio », at 22 years old he became co-

owner of Basi Bistro next  to the Jean Talon market, until its closing four years later. He

afterwards joined the team at fabled farm-to-table Bistro Olivieri (2012-2014) before becoming

sommelier at old Montreal’s famed Les 400 Coups in 2015 and then manager in 2017. In the spring of

2018, Jonathan joined Chef Samy Benabed at the newly-renovated Chez l’Épicier as sommelier,

manager and Maitre D. Less than a year later, with a month to spare before Chez l’Épicier’s

closing, Jonathan arranged for a meeting with chef-owner Dany Bolduc of H4C Place Saint Henri.

One month later, Jonathan jumped onboard with the H4C crew, first as sommelier and then as co-

owner in the spring of the same year. Since the age of 17, Jonathan has demonstrated a passion

for wine.



VALUES

+

SUSTAINABILITY



VALUES

The Best Restaurant Group is committed to improve the restaurant industry, the lives of the amazing people that feed the world on

a daily basis, how ingredients are treated and processed, the perception of chefs and restaurateurs, the working environment and

respect within a restaurant, guest experiences, how food delivery is executed, food quality and its supply chain, environment and

mutual respect. 

 

Everything the Best Restaurant Group endeavours towards is based on our Ethos and our Values.

GREEN. ALWAYS FRESH. MADE FROM SCRATCH. MADE TO ORDER. COMMUNITY CENTERED. HEALTHY WORK

ENVIRONMENT. RESPECT.



SUSTAINABILITY

With an ever growing focus on saving the environment and opting for eco-friendly options, Chef Dany Bolduc has committed to doing

just that. This is how BRG is doing it's part with sustainable sourcing, reducing waste and making environmentally friendly choices.

SOURCING. COMPOSTABLE PACKAGING. LOW WASTE KITCHEN. ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY.



RESTAURANTS



A fine dining haven in Montreal, H4C continuously

pushes the limits of conventional and traditional

techniques to create new ways to explore food,

discover new flavours all while using local,

sustainable ingredients. From the complex mind of

Dany Bolduc, H4C takes you on a journey every

season of the year with their tasting menu, or if

you're up for it, their Chef's Menu.



remiinisce over your favourite childhood snacks in

the heart of mont tremblant. cheesus will take you

back to the good ol' days with its classic grilled

cheese but if you're looking for something new, don't

worry, we got that too. we'll be here after your

day on the slopEs!



give into temptation... the taco temptation.

el santo perdido is home to authentic mexican cuisine

(yes,tacos and churros included) in the heart of

mont tremblant. 

fully stocked with mezcals, tequilas and famous

street tacos, el santo perdido makes for the

perfect refuel after a heavy day on the hill.



INSPIRED BY OUR EXECUTIVE CHEF, DANY BOLDUC, LE P'TIT

ROUX IS A GOURMET CASSE-CROUTE STYLE FOOD TRUCK.

 

LOCATED AT THE RENDEZ-VOUS RYAN IN MONT-

TREMBLANT, LE P'TIT ROUX HAS TAKE CLASSIC QUEBEC

FAVOURITES LIKE POUTINE AND TURNED THEM INTO AN

EXPLOSION OF FLAVOUR IN YOUR MOUTH.



CENTERED AROUND NEOPOLITAN STYLE PIZZA, DA NICCOLO

IS A CONTEMPORARY TAKE ON TRADITIONAL ITALIAN DISHES. 

 

TAKE A SHORT TRIP TO NAPLES AT DA NICCOLO, COME FOR

THE PIZZA, STAY FOR THE GREAT COMPANY AND WINE.



INSPIRED BY WINE BARS ACROSS SPAIN, LA SOBREMESA IS

NOT JUST A PLACE TO DINE. IN FACT, THE NAME ITSELF IS A

TRUE REPRESENTATION OF THE SOUL OF THIS RESTAURANT,

TO ENJOY THE CONVERSATION WITH FRIENDS AFTER A MEAL.



LOCATED IN GREEKTOWN, TORONTO - THE AULD PUB IS A

CLASSIC STOMPING GROND FOR THOSE SEEKING A LAID BAR

ATMOSPHERE WITH GREAK DRINKS, FOOD AND LAUGHS.



franchises



Hero Certified Burgers is a Canadian restaurant

chain franchise that sells hamburgers and other

quick service restaurant fare.



VIRTUAL KITCHENS



Did someone say fried chicken? CHKN is quite

literally, all things chicken - including everyone's

favourite fried treat that won't get soggy before

you get a chance to enjoy it!



A meal fit for a KING!  King Henry's Pub menu is full of

decadently delicious dinners for the hearty

appetite.  Plus, we also have a FOOD TRUCK! Coming to

the GTA soon.



with a focus on ribs & wings, holy belly is A brand

dedicated to leaving ravenous appetites satiated to

the fullest.



Fish and Chips + Fried Chicken and a few other gems.

We chose to focus on a few main dishes and blow

them out of the water. literally.



a hero with a noble cause. burger boy is here to

satisfy crazy cravings day or night!



What's a meal without dessert? Sugar Hi is a

combination of our most loved desserts and some

our crazy laboratory experiments gone right.



Greenwheel specializes in a variety of healthy,

vegetarian, pescaratian and gluten free dishes. With

sustainability in mind. Greenwheel uses local

ingredients and sustainable packaging to do it's part

for our earth.



We've taken all our favourite street foods and

we've put them on one single menu, just for you!

Street Food Galore encompasses worldly travel

and the secret ingredients that make these special

treats taste so good!



For the meat lover in your social circle, this is for

them! A perfect combination of all your BBQ

favourites, including juicy ribs, spicy wings, brisket

and house made sausages.



Our take on a great gourmet sandwich and

handheldS! Created with house made, fresh bread,

our sandwiches give you the nostalgia of all your

favourite classics with a kick.



Fresh & homemade pasta.Julia's been busy creating

all your favourite Itallian pasta meals. Available

dried & prepackaged or ready to eat.



Burger, Ribs & Wings, the Three Kings of takeout food



cozy and delicious, warm up with a good old

fashioned soup! lots of flavourful options, including

vegan ones too!



A perfect match for the health nut!  Choose from our

selection of freshly pressed juices and smoothies. A

great way to start your day if we do say so

ourselves.



fOR THOSE WHO LOVE CHICKEN, CHICKEN SURPREME IS A

MASH UP OF SOME TASTY CHICKEN CENTERED DISHES.



pOUTINE, CHILI FRIES, CHEESE FRIES - ALL THINGS FRIES!



MORE THAN JUST SALADS, THE FAT VEGETARIAN HAS

TAKEN ALL THE CLASS "CHEAT MEALS" AND TURNED THEM

INTO VEGETARIAN ALTERNATIVES!



The Catering Co is a versatile and multi-faceted catering company.We offer a wide selection of pre-made menus as well as complete custom

menus for all types of events, celebrations, conferences, work meetings and family dinners.  We are able to customize our menus to your

specifications, including dietary needs and large group sizes.  Catering packages are available for on-site service, delivery and pick up, for

all types of occasions and group sizes.



Did you have a bite of something you absolutely loved from one our of menus?  Now you can buy as many servings sizes as you want for home.

At La Pantry, we offer a wide variety of goodies that can be jarred, sealed, and freezer-stored for whenever you need it.  We also offer a

wide variety of unique, rare and transformed items alongside a list of special order products to ensure the best possible quality and

freshness. 

 

 Available for purchase in store and/or online.



CONTACT
1208 BLOOR STREET WEST

TORONTO, ON

 

647.340.4360

Info@bestrestaurantgroup.com

WWW.BESTRESTAURANTGROUP.COM

@BESTRESTAURANTGROUP

.


